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scissors

sewing machine

peniron 

Using the pattern (page 2): 

Cut out the pattern and transfer it to a second sheet of 

paper. Join the two parts as shown.

2 pieces of rubber band (18-20cm)

Required materials:

1 wire (length 9cm)

1 piece of cotton farbric (40 x 22cm)

Sewing instructions
for DIY mouth and nose cover

Required tools:
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Pattern for a boil-proof piece of cotton fabric (40 x 22 cm)

Test of respiratory capacity/breathing test: Take a double cloth, close the cloth tightly around the mouth and 

nose, inhale and exhale deeply. If inhalation and exhalation is possible without greater breathing resistance, the 

material is suitable as a mouth cover!  (e.g. cloth diaper, T-shirt fabric, light cotton cloth) 

Wash the cloth at a high temperature bevore using it. 

Check the scale of the print-out.

This rectangle should be 1 x 1 cm wide. 
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Border the pattern, mark the creases on the fabric. Cut out the whole thing.1

Place pleats at the marks. 2 Iron the pleats.3

Sew along the sides.4 Fold all edges 1cm wide towards the inside.5

Iron all edges.6 Sew the upper edges of the 
mask together.

Fold the fabric in the middle.7 8

Slide the wire at the top edge 
between the layers of fabric in 
the middle of
the mask.

9 Push the ends of the 
rubber bands between 
the lateral layers of fabric.

11Sew around the wire.10

Sew side edges together.12 Iron the finished mask 
for disinfection.

13
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1. Do it yourself (DIY) mouth and nose cover in case 
of a pandemic  

This mouth guard is completely self-made. It is neither 

tested nor certified. It is only a makeshift, if the certified 

disposable face masks are no longer available. The 

production and use of this mask is your own responsibility. 

The DIY mouth and nose cover is intended to reduce the 

spread of droplets by the wearer (patient care/ reverse 

isolation). It therefore does not represent direct self-pro-

tection and its effectiveness depends on the density of 

the material used. The additional interlining of a 

boil-proof, non-woven fabric can significantly increase 

its effectiveness. Nevertheless, it reduces the risk of 

self-infection by touching the mouth or nose with 

contaminated fingers.

 

Corona viruses are primarily transmitted by droplets 

that are produced when speaking, coughing or sneezing, 

among others. The droplets can also hit surfaces and 

contaminate them. Direct hand contact with surfaces 

that are contaminated with virus-containing secretions 

and subsequent hand-mouth-nose contact can also lead 

to transmission. 

 

Wearing the DIY mouth and nose cover can reduce 

corona infections. It is advisable to wear a DIY mouth 

and nose cover each time you meet external persons or 

enter public spaces to reduce the distribution of 

droplets. Since the mask does not prevent a healthy 

person from becoming infected, a physical distance of at 

least 1.5 m from other persons must be maintained, 

regardless of whether the mask is worn or not.

 

In order to provide the population with sufficient DIY 

mouth and nose cover in the event of a pandemic, the 

following sewing instructions for sewing a washable DIY 

mouth and nose cover have been prepared.

2. Care and cleaning of the washable DIY mask 

When putting on a mask, make sure that the inside is 

not contaminated. Hands should be washed thoroug-

hly with soap before putting on the mask. The mask 

should be positioned correctly over the mouth, nose 

and cheeks and should be as tight as possible around 

the edges to minimise air ingress at the sides.

When using the mask for the first time, it should be 

tested to ensure that the mask allows enough air to 

pass through to minimise interference with normal 

breathing.

The washable DIY mask must always be stored in a 

dry place. The DIY mask must be washed before the 

first use. After use, the DIY mask should be carefully 

removed. Avoid touching the outer surface. After 

taking it off, hands should be washed. 

 

Used DIY masks should be cleaned after each use. 

 

A soaked mask should be removed immediately and 

replaced if necessary. The outside of the used mask is 

potentially infectious. To prevent contamination of the 

hands, do not touch it if possible.  After removing the 

mask, hands should be washed thoroughly (with soap 

for at least 20-30 seconds) in accordance with gene-

ral hygiene rules. 

After removal, the mask should be stored in a bag or 

similar, hermetically sealed, or washed immediately. It 

should be stored for as short a time as possible to 

avoid the formation of mould. After a single use, masks 

should ideally be washed at 95 degrees, but at least 

60 degrees, and then dried completely.

  
3. Disclaimer of liability 

It is expressly pointed out that the S.H.A.R.E. Founda-

tion for Microfinance, Fairen Trade & Peace Promotion 

assumes no liability for the effectiveness, manufac-

ture or proper use of the DIY mouth and nose cover. 

Any claim for damages against the SHARE Foundati-

on due to injury to life, body or health - regardless 

of whether the user or the respective counterpart - 

is excluded. 

 

The manufacture and use of the DIY mouth and nose 

cover is exclusively at the user's own risk. 

 

It is pointed out that in any case the hygiene regula-

tions of the Ministry of Health and the WHO have to 

be observed.

This manual has been created with the kind support of echoundflut.com 

and the decoration department of wlb-esslingen.de


